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Classification of encounter: Close Encounters of the First Kind
Date & time of sighting: 10.11.2011 - Approx. 9:15pm
Reporting witness name: Confidential
Reporting witness age group: 30-40
Exact location of sighting: Standing on the catwalk of the southern
approach span of the Sydney Harbour Bridge, looking SW.
Known landmark/s near sighting: Above and beyond the ANZAC Bridge
Describe terrain near sighting: Above metropolitan Sydney
Number of other witnesses if any: 2
Light conditions: Night
Observer's account of weather conditions: Fine and clear
Description of object/s shape: Ball like, spherical
Description of object/s colour: Orange - seemed to pulse at times
Apparent size compared to a known object at arms length: small ballbearing size
Number of objects: 3
Formation, if more than one: Triangle
Discernible features: Very bright - Much brighter than any aircraft
lights in the sky at the same time.
Trail, tail, or exhaust, including size: N/A
Describe sound: No
Description of any optical aids: N/A
Other pertinent or unusual features: N/A
Describe direction of object/s: Objects were hovering in the SW sky.
How was the attention of the observer/s drawn to the object/s
presence: The formation of the lights struck me first and the
brightness of them.
Angle of elevation: 25-35° above seen horizon
Description of flight path and manoeuvres of object/s: One of the
lights seemed to fade or dim greatly, before flying off at high speed
in an easterly direction.
Estimated speed: Faster than any aircraft that were in the sky at the
same time.
Disappearance of object/s: The first light flew out of sight, and we
lost sight of the second two objects as we made our way further south
along the approach span.
Length of time in sight: 5-6 mins
Any other unusual activity or condition: No
Location of any air traffic in the area at the time of the sighting:
Air traffic from Mascot airport were visible flying out of and
towards the runway.
Existence of physical evidence and/or photographs: None
Do you have an image you would like to submit: No

